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Abstract

In this paper, I present an evidence that mutual fund’s portfolio structure matters for its voting

decisions, and that director elections, the most common type of corporate elections, have delayed

consequences for nominees’ career prospects. In an event study of funds’ mergers, I find that a

merger affects the acquiring mutual fund’s voting behavior. I observe higher chances of future

non-nomination for directors with lower shareholder support. This result resonates with the

literature on shareholder dissent. I find that low shareholder support is also associated with a

notable decrease in the length of director’s tenure at a company.
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1 Introduction

Do corporate elections matter? Every year millions of shareholders participate in tens of thousands

of elections at thousands of shareholder meetings in the U.S. Yet less than 1% of director elections

are contested,1 more than 99% of auditor ratification votes receive support from greater than a

half of voting shares outstanding,2 and an ever rising block of shares is voted by widely diversified

institutional investors.3 In this paper, I analyze the structure of shareholder meetings, the effect

of shareholder support on directors’ tenure, and whether mutual funds take their portfolios into

consideration when making voting decisions. I find that the level of shareholder support is posi-

tively associated with the length of director’s tenure at a company and the probability of future

nomination. I examine whether fund mergers, a possible source of shocks to mutual funds’ portfolio

composition, affect mutual funds’ voting patterns. In an event study, I observe that a merger affects

the acquiring mutual fund’s voting behavior.

First, I study the composition of election issues at shareholder meetings. In a frequency anal-

ysis, I find that director elections and auditor ratifications make up more than 80% of all election

issues and appear in 94% and 80% of all shareholder meetings respectively. A meeting’s agenda

composition and other meeting characteristics, like location and time, might affect shareholder

participation (Van der Elst, 2011; Li & Yermack, 2016). Since a loss of shareholder support may

partially come from non-participation of some shareholders (Nili & Kastiel, 2016; Jill E. Fisch,

2017; Cvijanovic et al., 2019), I choose director elections, as the most uniformly present election

type, to study the effect of shareholder approval on. In an application of principal component

analysis to the classification of shareholder meetings’ compositions, I obtain a similar result: the

presence of director elections on meeting agenda is one of the least important factors in distinguish-

ing between different composition types of those meetings. This finding strengthens my view that

director elections face one of the most representative samples of voting shareholders.

Second, I conduct a short review of competitiveness for the first few of the most popular elec-

tion issue types. Using the data on director elections, I observe that in less than 1% of cases,

1Institutional Shareholder Services Voting Analytics database documents more than 18000 director election events
in 2015 and only 107 of those correspond to directors in opposition slates.

2Data comes from ISS Voting Analytics database.
3Backus et al. (2019)
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a management-proposed slate of director nominees is contested by an opposition slate. More-

over, Cai et al. (2013) find that the rare instances of director loosing an election almost always

result in him/her staying on the board. A similar situation holds for auditor ratifications: in a less

than 1% of ratification votes an auditor fails to secure more than a half of the outstanding voting

shares as votes of support. Less numerous compensation election issues demonstrate a greater

disagreement in shareholders’ votes: in 12% of cases “Say-On-Pay” proposals receive support from

less than a half of all voting shares outstanding.

Third, I focus on uncontested director elections as the most uniformly present agenda issue at

shareholder meetings. Literature suggests that bad election performance at uncontested director

elections does not lead to an immediate removal of the director from the board (Cai et al., 2009,

2013), yet there is evidence of a delayed effect (Iliev et al., 2015; Aggarwal et al., 2019). I test

two hypotheses: (a) directors with low shareholder support refrain or are prevented from being

nominated in the next election cycle at the company; and (b) directors with low shareholder support

experience shorter employment spells at the company. I find both hypotheses to be supported by

the data.

For the former hypothesis, using a logit regression, I find that a higher fraction of votes “For”

out of all voting shares outstanding has a positive and significant relationship with the probability

of director’s nomination in the future. Aggarwal et al. (2019) find that greater percentage of dissent

votes is related to higher chances of departing from the board, which is consistent with my results.

My approach differs from theirs in capturing the effect of both dissent votes and shareholder apathy.4

I test the latter hypothesis using a time-varying Cox’s proportional hazard model. I find that

low shareholder support is associated with shorter director’s tenure at the company. Moreover, the

magnitude of the effect is amplified by majority voting requirement, board being staggered, and a

positive ISS recommendation.

Fourth, I study the effect of mutual funds mergers on an acquiring funds’ voting behavior.

I find that a fund alters its voting pattern soon after a merger with another fund. Because mergers

reshape the acquiring fund’s portfolio structure, this study suggests that there might be an effect

of portfolio structure on the voting behavior. Yet, mergers may also involve other adjustments to

the acquiring fund that might cause this change in its voting behavior.

4I attribute shareholders’ apathy to the non-voted shares.
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I compare a fund’s voting record with voting records of other funds at the same firms. This

approach presents two hurdles: (i) since mutual funds are very diverse in terms of their portfolios

and voting behaviors, a direct comparison with any single mutual fund is almost never possible;

and (ii) a comparison based on a group of mutual funds typically leads to a missing data problem

due to variation in the funds’ portfolios. I overcome the first hurdle by constructing an artificial

mutual fund, a synthetic control (Abadie et al., 2010), to which I then compare the voting behavior

of the actual fund. To my knowledge, I’m the first to use the synthetic control method in studying

corporate governance.5 To deal with the second hurdle, I use the robust version of the synthetic

control method proposed by Amjad et al. (2018).

Focusing on voting behavior of acquiring mutual funds before and after a merger, I observe a

significant change in their voting patterns. To alleviate concerns that the effect might be caused

by the timing of the mergers before/after the bulk of corporate elections happen or that it is just

an artefact of the synthetic control method, I conduct a placebo study where I use the same set

of merger dates but I replace the acquiring mutual funds with arbitrary non-merging ones. The

placebo study shows no change in voting behavior which rules out the aforementioned concerns.

The dependence of voting behavior on portfolio structure is important because it contradicts the

Fisher separation theorem (Fisher, 1930). The theorem establishes that shareholders should unan-

imously agree on the firm’s profit maximizing production plan. The evidence of it not happening

suggests that the price-taking assumption is likely violated and that mutual funds are internalizing

the externalities that firms place on each other.

2 Election types

Shareholder meetings include a wide range of election agendas, yet more than 90% of all election

issues fall into one of the top ten popular types. Director elections is by far the most popular

election type: 7 out of 10 election issues are in this category. Typically, there are multiple directors

up for election at a given annual shareholder meeting which inflates the number of director elections

in comparison to other election issues. Table 1 presents counts of the most common election types.

5The synthetic control method was pioneered by Abadie et al. (2010) in their study of California’s tobacco control
program. The method gone largely unnoticed in finance literature (Atanasov & Black, 2016). A notable exception is
the paper by Berger et al. (2020). Recently, the synthetic control method gained traction in voting behavior studies.
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Table 1: Election agendas at shareholder meetings. Data comes from ISS Voting Analytics dataset
for years 2003 - 2016.

Agenda general description Count Cumulative %

Elect Director 234305 69.64
Ratify Auditors 29577 78.43
Advisory Vote to Ratify Named Executive Office... 15323 82.99
Amend Omnibus Stock Plan 7025 85.08
Ratify X as Auditors 5669 86.76
Approve Omnibus Stock Plan 4122 87.99
Advisory Vote on Say on Pay Frequency 3536 89.04
Approve/Amend Executive Incentive Bonus Plan 2811 89.87
Elect Subsidiary Director 2465 90.61
Increase Authorized Common Stock 1885 91.17
Adjourn Meeting 1774 91.69
Amend Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan 1408 92.11
Declassify the Board of Directors 1360 92.52
Approve Merger Agreement 1330 92.91
Other Business 1072 93.23
Elect Director (Management) 930 93.51
Elect Directors (Opposition Slate) 903 93.77
Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter-Non-Routine 882 94.04
Approve Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan 756 94.26
Reduce Supermajority Vote Requirement 643 94.45
Amend Stock Option Plan 624 94.64
Require Independent Board Chairman 608 94.82
Advisory Vote on Golden Parachutes 514 94.97
Political Contributions Disclosure 508 95.12
Require a Majority Vote for the Election of Di... 477 95.26
Approve Acquisition OR Issue Shares in Connect... 463 95.40
Approve Auditors and Authorize Board to Fix Th... 441 95.53
Amend Non-Employee Director Stock Option Plan 357 95.64
Company Specific-Equity-Related 336 95.74
Approve Reverse Stock Split 292 95.83
Change Company Name 282 95.91
Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter – Call Special ... 274 95.99
Approve Stock Option Plan 266 96.07
Amend Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan 265 96.15
Company-Specific – Shareholder Miscellaneous 255 96.22
Restore or Provide for Cumulative Voting 236 96.29
Provide Right to Act by Written Consent 225 96.36
Approve Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan 223 96.43
Approve Repricing of Options 222 96.49
Proxy Access 219 96.56
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While director elections comprise an overwhelming majority of issues recorded, other categories

also appear frequently at shareholder meetings. In table 2, I present 40 most frequent election types

at these meetings. Director elections appear in 94% of the meetings, followed closely by ratifying

auditors at 80% of the meetings. Other frequent issues are compensation questions,6 governance

questions,7 merger issues,8 and proposals related to equity.9

2.1 Election types correlation

Companies follow a certain agenda structure at shareholder meetings. To discover that structure,

I first study the correlation between different types of popular agenda items, typically present at

shareholder meetings. Second, I use principal component analysis to characterize what components

of shareholder meetings define the most important dimensions across which the content of one

shareholder meeting is different from another.

Composition of shareholder meetings is studied in figure 1. Since companies may use somewhat

different titles for similar agenda items, I classify all items that appear in at least 0.5% of meet-

ings into 7 major purpose groups.10 Then, I study how these groups correlate in appearance at

shareholder meetings.

Correlation structure reveals two major kinds of shareholder meetings. The first kind includes

annual meetings where shareholders elect directors and ratify auditors. This type is also likely to

include questions on compensation and corporate governance. The second kind includes special

meetings (non-regular, proxy contest, etc.) that deal with merger and acquisition issues as well

as contested director elections. The majority of shareholder meetings falls into the first category,

6These include issues such as “Advisory Vote to Ratify Named Executive Officers’ Compensation”, “Amend Om-
nibus Stock Plan”, “Approve Omnibus Stock Plan”, “Advisory Vote on Say on Pay Frequency”, “Approve/Amend
Executive Incentive Bonus Plan”, “Amend Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan”, “Approve Qualified Employee
Stock Purchase Plan”, “Amend Stock Option Plan”, “Advisory Vote on Golden Parachutes”, “Amend Non-Employee
Director Stock Option Plan”, “Amend Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan”, “Approve Stock Option Plan”,
“Approve Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan”, “Approve Repricing of Options”, “Performance-Based
and/or Time-Based Equity Awards”, among others.

7These contain such agendas as “Declassify the Board of Directors”, “Require Independent Board Chairman”,
“Political Contributions Disclosure”, “Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter-Non-Routine”, “Require a Majority Vote for
the Election of Directors”, “Reduce Supermajority Vote Requirement”, “Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter – Call
Special Meetings”, “Restore or Provide for Cumulative Voting”, “Proxy Access”, among others.

8Merger issues have “Approve Merger Agreement” and “Approve Acquisition OR Issue Shares in Connection with
Acquisition” agenda names.

9Most common agenda names are “Stock Retention/Holding Period”, “Increase Authorized Common Stock”,
“Company Specific-Equity-Related”, and “Approve Reverse Stock Split”.

10The exact composition of these groups is provided in the beginning of this chapter.
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Table 2: Frequencies of occurrence of 40 most popular election agendas at shareholder meetings.
Data comes from ISS Voting Analytics dataset for years 2003 - 2016.

Frequency Agenda

0.9351 Elect Director
0.6751 Ratify Auditors
0.3493 Advisory Vote to Ratify Named Executive Office...
0.1556 Amend Omnibus Stock Plan
0.1287 Ratify X as Auditors
0.0937 Approve Omnibus Stock Plan
0.0810 Advisory Vote on Say on Pay Frequency
0.0619 Approve/Amend Executive Incentive Bonus Plan
0.0430 Increase Authorized Common Stock
0.0402 Adjourn Meeting
0.0319 Amend Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan
0.0305 Declassify the Board of Directors
0.0302 Approve Merger Agreement
0.0246 Other Business
0.0173 Approve Qualified Employee Stock Purchase Plan
0.0140 Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter-Non-Routine
0.0139 Require Independent Board Chairman
0.0135 Amend Stock Option Plan
0.0116 Advisory Vote on Golden Parachutes
0.0112 Political Contributions Disclosure
0.0108 Require a Majority Vote for the Election of Di...
0.0103 Approve Acquisition OR Issue Shares in Connect...
0.0098 Approve Auditors and Authorize Board to Fix Th...
0.0080 Amend Non-Employee Director Stock Option Plan
0.0080 Reduce Supermajority Vote Requirement
0.0068 Company Specific-Equity-Related
0.0064 Change Company Name
0.0062 Amend Articles/Bylaws/Charter – Call Special ...
0.0061 Approve Reverse Stock Split
0.0060 Amend Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan
0.0058 Approve Stock Option Plan
0.0054 Restore or Provide for Cumulative Voting
0.0051 Provide Right to Act by Written Consent
0.0051 Approve Non-Employee Director Omnibus Stock Plan
0.0050 Proxy Access
0.0050 Company-Specific – Shareholder Miscellaneous
0.0048 Approve Repricing of Options
0.0046 Stock Retention/Holding Period
0.0046 Submit Shareholder Rights Plan (Poison Pill) t...
0.0042 Performance-Based and/or Time-Based Equity Awards
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Figure 1: Correlation among the most frequent election agendas at shareholders’ meetings.

with a much smaller portion falling into the second category. Some shareholder meetings exhibit

features of both categories and cannot be easily classified into one specific kind.

2.2 Principal component analysis of shareholder meetings

Principal component analysis (PCA) allows me to mechanically discover the combinations of elec-

tions issues that differ the most between different kinds of shareholder meetings. In this section, I

apply PCA to identify those combinations (principal components), to perform cluster analysis to

identify distinct kinds of shareholder meetings, and to describe the differences between these kinds

using principal component loadings. I find that shareholder meetings can be classified into four

major categories: meetings which contain compensation and infrequent11 election issues, meetings

that contain none of those, and meetings that contain one or the other type of aforementioned

election issues.

11Infrequent election agendas typically include shareholder-proposed and firm-specific issues.
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To perform PCA for shareholder meetings composition I implement the following steps. First,

for each shareholder meeting, I construct a vector that describes the types of elections present at

the meeting. A component of this vector is equal to 1 if one or more elections of the corresponding

type were conducted at the meeting and is equal to 0 if otherwise. The length of the vector is

equal to the number of election types considered.12 Second, for a collection of such vectors for all

shareholder meetings, I perform mean removal for individual components. Since, by construction,

each component has the same scale, I do not normalize the components and leave the variance of

individual components unchanged. This approach enhances PCA’s search for directions of highest

variance by accounting for the natural differences in variances of individual vector’s components.

Principal component analysis reveals that shareholder meetings can be classified into four major

categories. While PCA does not endow those categories with a meaningful explanation of differences

between them, a certain level of understanding can be reached by studying eigenvectors’ (principal

components) loadings. Using a graphical representation of PCA results for the first three principal

components (see a score plot in fig. 2), I observe that four shareholder meeting categories arise

from two splits. First, shareholder meetings are divided into two categories by the presence of

compensation issues. Second, those two categories are subdivided in two halves each by the presence

of infrequent election issues (these are typically firm-specific and shareholder-proposed issues). Very

frequent election issues, such as director elections and auditor ratifications, do not play a substantial

role in differentiating between various categories of shareholder meetings.

The first split happens in the space spanned by the two major principal components, and the

second split happens along the third most significant principal component. The top left chart

in figure 2 shows the first split. Two point clouds represent shareholder meetings classified into

different categories by the PCA. A notable feature of this split is that clouds’ internal structure

is very similar. This could be explained in the following way: while categories split is driven by

a major factor that is aligned well with the subspace spanned by first two principal components,

other factors that explain less pronounced differences between shareholder meetings are not aligned

12Here, I consider the same election types that were used in the previous section in construction of the correlation
diagram. While it is possible to perform PCA on the whole set of 389 different election types’ descriptions available
from the ISS Voting Analytics database, this would skew the results as descriptions are not perfect. The dataset
contains multiple mutually excluding election descriptions (e.g. “Ratify Auditors” and “Ratify X as Auditors”) that
would cause artificial clustering of shareholder meetings as only one such description is used at a given shareholder
meeting.
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Table 3: Principal components’ loadings for the Principal Component Analysis (PCA) of share-
holder meetings’ compositions. Original variables are sorted in a way that shows their importance
according to the PCA: for each eigenvector I determine the most important original variable based
on absolute loadings, then I sort the original variables by the order of eigenvectors based on this
relation.

Eigenvectors
Original dummy variable 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

Compensation Issues -0.86 0.49 -0.16 -0.03 -0.05 -0.01 -0.01 0.00
Ratify Auditors -0.44 -0.64 0.22 0.07 0.58 -0.01 -0.10 -0.01
Other issues 0.01 0.31 0.90 -0.29 0.04 -0.06 0.04 0.02
Governance Issues -0.05 0.05 0.29 0.93 -0.21 -0.06 -0.01 0.00
Equity Related 0.02 0.09 0.04 0.07 0.12 0.98 0.06 0.03
Elect Director -0.20 -0.36 0.08 -0.10 -0.43 0.04 0.78 0.13
Merger and Acquisition Issues 0.13 0.25 -0.11 0.13 0.45 -0.13 0.30 0.76
Adjourn Meeting 0.12 0.25 -0.08 0.12 0.46 -0.10 0.53 -0.63

well with this subspace. Therefore, if these minor factors are independent of the major factor

that drives the split, then both point clouds should have similar structures. Clouds’ structures are

determined by the projection of the minor factors on the subspace defined by the major principal

components. Thus, I can identify the direction of the major factor’s influence within the principal

components’ subspace as a vector, that if added to the one cloud’s points would shift this cloud to

overlap with the other one.

Using coherent point drift algorithm by Myronenko & Song (2010), I match the point clouds

from the upper left plot in figure 2 and find that the difference between categories in the first

split corresponds to a shift of the red cloud along the vector [−0.86, 0.49] in the space of the first

two principal components. Table 3 presents loadings of principal components on original variables.

Using these loadings and the vector [−0.86, 0.49], I compute loadings of the difference between

categories as weighted combination of the first two principal components. The result is presented

in table 4. A substantially higher weight is placed on compensation issues dummy. This result

signals that inclusion of compensation issue(s) on shareholder meeting’s agenda list produces the

highest variation in shareholder meeting composition.

Second split happens mostly along the dimension of the third principal component. This split is

driven by the less frequent election agenda issues that are not classified in the short list I’m using in

9



Figure 2: Score plot for the principle component analysis of shareholder meetings’ composition.
Components are ordered by the share of variance explained in descending order. The top left
chart shows shareholder meetings’ scores for the first two principle components. Two clusters are
clearly present. Clusters are color-coded differently to track their evolution across projections at
other combinations of principal components. Top right and bottom left charts present projections
involving the third principal component. Both charts show that the third principal component
splits the original clusters. Therefore, 4 different clusters are identifiable in the space spanned by
the first three principal components.
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Table 4: Loadings of the difference vector between shareholder meeting categories in the first split
produced by the PCA. These loadings are computed as a weighted sum of the first two major
principal components’ loadings with vector [−0.86, 0.49] providing the weights. Vector [−0.86, 0.49]
represents a difference between shareholder meeting categories in the subspace spanned by the first
two principal components. The vector specifies a shift of red point cloud needed such that it would
cover blue point cloud in the upper left plot in figure 2.

Original dummy variable Weight Absolute Weight

Compensation Issues 0.9751 0.9751
Other issues 0.1377 0.1377
Governance Issues 0.0686 0.0686
Ratify Auditors 0.0639 0.0639
Equity Related 0.0247 0.0247
Adjourn Meeting 0.0164 0.0164
Merger and Acquisition Issues 0.0102 0.0102
Elect Director -0.0078 0.0078

this paper. While such issues individually have a frequency of occurrence at shareholder meetings

of less than 0.5%, together those issues appear in 17.8% of meetings. This substantial proportion

results in high standard deviation in presence of those rare election issues.13 Therefore, presence of

those election issues serves as a good differentiating factor between shareholder meeting categories.

Election issues with high variance of occurrence are more likely to be distinctive features of

shareholder meetings. Table 5 presents summary statistics for shareholder meetings’ agenda item

types. Both compensation and “other” issues have comparatively high variance. Very common

issues, like director elections, and quite rare, like equity related and merger and acquisition issues,

have relatively small variances. Those are less likely to drive the separation of shareholder meetings

into different categories. I do not conduct graphical analysis of shareholder meetings clustering

beyond the first three principal components. Yet, principal component loadings in table 3 shed

some light on influence of other election agenda types on meetings’ composition.

Governance issues comprise a significant portion of the fourth principal component’s vector.

Having smaller standard deviation than compensation or infrequent issues, governance issues play

a modest role in differentiation of shareholder meetings. Auditor ratifications and equity related

issues are predominantly aligned with fifth and sixth principal components vectors respectively.

13Since all original variables here are dummies, the standard deviation is directly related to the mean as per
Bernoulli distribution: σ =

√

p(1− p). Standard deviation would be highest for election issues that were present in
exactly half of all shareholder meetings.
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Table 5: Summary statistics for shareholder meetings’ agenda items. Variables are equal to 1 if
corresponding agenda items were present at a shareholder meeting and 0 otherwise.

Agenda item present mean std

Elect Director 0.9387 0.2398
Ratify Auditors 0.8134 0.3896
Compensation Issues 0.5815 0.4933
Other issues 0.1780 0.3825
Governance Issues 0.0861 0.2805
Equity Related 0.0585 0.2346
Adjourn Meeting 0.0402 0.1965
Merger and Acquisition Issues 0.0401 0.1962

While auditor ratifications also appear in the first two principal component’s vectors, analysis

above clearly shows that they do not play a significant role in the first two splits between share-

holder meetings’ categories. Scree plot in figure 3 shows that fifth and sixth principal components

explain proportion of original data’s variance similar to the fourth principal component. Therefore,

auditor ratifications, equity, and governance related issues are equally important in composition of

shareholder meeting.
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Figure 3: Scree plot for principle component analysis of shareholder meetings’ composition. The
first three components explain more than 73% of variance in the original data.
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Lastly, director elections and merger and acquisition issues are mostly pronounced in the last

two principal components’ vectors. These issues do not introduce much differentiation in share-

holder meetings. Director elections are present in 94% of shareholder meetings, while mergers

and acquisitions get voted on in only 4% of meetings. Therefore, both types of elections have

relatively small variance of occurrence, and they explain only a limited amount of variance in

shareholder meetings’ composition. Mergers and acquisition issues typically get accompanied by

adjourn meeting votes. Figure 1 shows substantial positive correlation between these two types

of elections issues. Adjourn meeting votes do not represent the biggest element in any one of the

principal components’ vectors. Thus it is likely that they do not contribute much to differentiation

in shareholder meetings’ composition either.

3 Electoral competitiveness

Corporate elections are not always binding, few are contested, and shareholder proposals are infre-

quent. Most popular agenda items, like director elections and auditor ratifications, do not provide

a significant variation in outcomes. In fewer than 5% of cases for director elections and 1% for

auditor ratifications proposals fail to secure votes in favor from more than a half of all outstanding

voting shares. Less frequent issues, like “Say-On-Pay” votes, tend to feature greater share of cases

with low shareholder support.

3.1 Director elections

Director elections are the most common type of election issues at shareholder meetings. Approx-

imately 70% of all elections are of this type and about 94% of all shareholder meetings involve

director elections. Yet, competitiveness of director elections is rather low: overwhelming majority

of all director elections are uncontested, a significant portion of companies use plurality voting

standard,14 and very few director nominees lose elections and even then most of them become

directors.

Director elections typically happen at annual shareholder meetings where a slate of director

nominees is proposed for an election. In a very small number of cases, less than 0.4%, two slates

14Under a plurality voting standard, an uncontested nominee needs just one vote in favor in order to be elected.
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are proposed: by the management and by the opposition. Companies use two methods for elect-

ing directors: majority and plurality voting standards. Under the plurality voting standard, a

director nominee receiving the most votes in support wins the election. This method has a sub-

stantial drawback: in an uncontested election the nominee needs to receive just one vote “For”

in order to get elected. An alternative method is the majority voting standard. This approach

requires a winning nominee to secure more votes in support than votes against. Figure 4 shows

the share of director elections requiring a winning nominee to pass 50% (or above) threshold. The

growth in the last decade is attributed to the changes in voting practices of the S&P 500 com-

panies, while smaller companies from Russell 2000 mostly stick to the plurality voting standard

(see Council of Institutional Investors (2017) for details).
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Figure 4: Share of director elections requiring winning nominee to pass 50% (or above) threshold.
Data on threshold comes from the ISS Voting Analytics dataset. I compute the share by dividing
the number of director elections with the threshold requirement by the total number of director
elections in a given quarter.

Director nominees almost always enjoy a high support rate. I define support rate as the pro-

portion of shares voted “For” to the total number of voting shares outstanding. This is a very

conservative estimate, as less than 1% of companies use total shares outstanding as the base in

their calculations. Figure 5 presents a density histogram for support rates at director elections.
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Figure 5: Density histogram of support rates at director elections. Support rate is defined as the
ratio of votes cast “For” to the total number of shares outstanding (voting shares). Only 4.7% of
director elections had support rate of less than 50% of shares outstanding.

The distribution has a heavy rightward skew. Only 4.7% of director elections received support of

less than half of outstanding shares. Since most companies in the sample do not use the majority

voting standard and the ones that do typically use votes cast as the base in their calculations, the

chances of a director nominee to miss the threshold are even smaller. Cai et al. (2013) investigate

director elections from 2004 to 2010 and find that from 105445 directors only 294 directors at 153

firms received less than 50% of votes “For”. Moreover, only 14 firms adopted some form of the

majority voting standard. Therefore, even if a company uses the majority voting standard, there

is a very slim chance that a nominee does not meet the threshold.

3.2 Auditor ratifications

The second most frequent corporate elections’ issue is seeking ratification from shareholders on

auditor selection. Over 80% of shareholder meetings in the dataset include auditor ratifications.

This election issue is widespread partially due to the Sarbanes–Oxley Act of 2002 that introduced

new auditor approval requirements. The act requires exchange-listed companies to have an audit
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committee that appoints and oversees the auditor. Corresponding SEC rules (SEC, 2003) permit

shareholder ratification of auditor selection in compliance with Sarbanes–Oxley Act. The idea

behind the ratification process is that shareholders could voice their concern with the audit com-

mittee’s work, selection of a specific auditor, and audit fees. Auditor ratifications are non-binding.

The density distribution of the support rate15 for auditor ratifications has a significant rightward

skew. Less than 1% of ratification elections do not receive at least half of voting shares outstanding

in “For” votes. Therefore, virtually all auditors put up for a ratification are successfully ratified by

shareholders.

In 2009 SEC allowed NYSE to update Rule 452 (SEC, 2009). The update prohibited brokers

from voting clients’ shares in uncontested director elections if they did not receive voting instructions

from their clients. Unlike with director elections, brokers were not prohibited to vote shares in

auditor ratifications (and other routine matters) without clients’ instructions. This might have

incentivized firms to include auditor ratifications on shareholder meetings in order to reach a

quorum.

Krishnan & Ye (2005) find that companies might avoid auditor ratification when shareholders

are dissatisfied with the boards of directors. They also point out that the likelihood of including

an auditor ratification to a shareholder meeting is positively associated with financial expertise

of audit committees. Dao et al. (2008) show that shareholders are more likely to withdraw their

support at an auditor ratification election when the auditor’s tenure at the company is long.

While there is little evidence that auditors formally fail ratification elections at companies, low

support rates and high levels of shareholder dissent may affect auditors’ dismissals and resignations.

Sainty et al. (2002), using pre Sarbanes–Oxley Act data, provide evidence that high degree of

investor dissatisfaction is associated with a firm being more likely to change auditors. Barua et al.

(2017) examine auditor dismissals using the auditor ratification voting data from 2011 to 2014.

They find that the proportion of shareholder votes against auditors ratifications is associated with

subsequent auditor dismissals.

15As before, I define the support rate as proportion of “For” votes among the the total voting shares outstanding.
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3.3 Compensation issues

Votes of shareholder approval of executive compensation, “Say-On-Pay” votes, comprise the third

largest category among corporate election issues. In 2011, the SEC introduced changes to Section

14A of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 that require public companies to hold an advisory vote

on compensation of company’s named executive officers (NEO). The change was mandated by the

Dodd-Frank Act, a comprehensive reform of financial regulation in the U.S. This change led to

a tenfold increase in the number of “Say-On-Pay” votes conducted at shareholder meetings: for

instance, the sample contains 215 such votes in 2010 and 2829 in 2011. This vote is meant to be

an annual check of executive officers’ compensation and is non-binding.

The practical purpose of this vote is to allow shareholders to voice their concerns with the level

of NEO’s compensation, NEO’s performance during the past year, and to convey that information

directly to firm’s management. Literature finds that “Say-On-Pay” votes are beneficial for the

firm. Iliev & Vitanova (2019) show that regular “Say-On-Pay” votes are valuable to shareholders.

Cuñat et al. (2016) use pre Dodd-Frank era data to find that adoption of “Say-On-Pay” proposal

leads to a 5% increase in the market value of a company. Robin Ferracone & Dayna Harris (2011)

provide evidence that pay for performance disconnect, poor pay practices, and poor disclosure were

the most common reasons to vote against in the failed “Say-On-Pay” votes in post Dodd-Frank era.

Cotter et al. (2013) find that companies with low total shareholder return, inadequately high levels

of executive pay, and companies with negative recommendations from ISS were faced with greater

shareholder dissent at “Say-On-Pay” elections. The authors also note that despite the non-binding

nature of these elections, companies that failed a vote undertook a change in their compensation

schedules or engaged in additional communication with shareholders.

Figure 6 presents density histogram of “Say-On-Pay” votes’ outcomes. Unlike director elec-

tions and auditor ratifications, “Say-On-Pay” elections have a sizeable share of cases (12%) where

proposal was not supported by a half of all voting shares outstanding.
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Figure 6: Density histogram of support rates at “Say-On-Pay” elections. Support rate is defined
as the ratio of votes cast “For” to the total number of shares outstanding (voting shares). More
than 12% of “Say-On-Pay” elections had support rate of less than 50% of shares outstanding.

4 Election results and director’s job security

Director nominees very often receive high support rates in uncontested elections which makes losing

an election highly improbable even under the majority voting standard. This might create an

impression that uncontested director elections are a pure formality that does not affect nominee’s

chances of being elected as a director (Monks & Minow, 2004). In this section, I evaluate how

election results are related to elected director’s career prospects with a company. I find that low

shareholder support more often precedes director’s departure from the company. In a time-invariant

Cox’s proportional hazard model I do not find a significant relationship between average level of

shareholder support and the length of director’s tenure. When I account for the evolution of

shareholder support rate and other covariates in a time-varying Cox’s model, I find a significant

and economically meaningful association between the support rate and the length of director’s

employment.
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Directors value their reputation and might react in the loom of a low support vote (Grundfest,

1993). For contested elections, literature provides evidence that contested directors face a re-

duction in the number of directorships both in the targeted company and non-targeted compa-

nies (Fos & Tsoutsoura, 2014). Due to a high cost for activist shareholder, contested elections

comprise less than 1% of all director elections. While uncontested elections do not pose a credible

direct threat to nominees of losing directorships, elections’ results serve as a signal of shareholder

perception of the board and CEO performance. Fischer et al. (2009) find that firms with low board

approval rates are associated with greater board and CEO turnover and lower CEO compensa-

tion. Guercio et al. (2008) study “just vote no” campaigns and find that such concerted actions of

shareholders motivate boards to act in shareholders’ interests.

4.1 Directorships’ spells and election results data

Directors typically stay with a company for a number of years and participate in multiple elections.

For the best possible coverage of election events, I reconstruct employment spells’ lengths from

the election data. I find that about a third of directors serve on staggered boards, while others

participate in elections annually. Some directors experience transition of their boards between

staggered/non-staggered structures.

The director elections data comes from the ISS Voting Analytics dataset. I merge it with the

ISS Directors dataset to obtain directors’ characteristics. Unfortunately, the match covers only

about 40% of directors’ election events. Therefore, I first rely on the Voting Analytics dataset to

identify directors’ employment spells. A detailed description of the procedure is available in the

Appendix.

The Voting Analytics dataset contains 234305 director election events at 5616 companies for the

years 2003 - 2016. This corresponds to 65788 identified director-company employment spells. Out

of these, 19657 spells contain just a single election event. This is likely due to director being elected

just once at a particular company.16 22437 spells were censored as the next expected election in a

spell would not have been captured if it was to occur after 2016.

16Some portion of these events might also be related to underrepresented companies in the ISS Voting Analytics
dataset. As well as spells that ended in the first year (3 years) or started in the last year (3 years) of observable data.
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Figure 7: Election frequency (inverse) of director elections computed at the level of Company-
Director spells. Years on horizontal axis represent the time between nominations of the same
person for a director position at the same company. Election frequency of a spell is computed as
the median of all elections’ intervals belonging to the spell. The non-integer numbers correspond
to spells having multiple different election intervals with no clear median.

The frequency of director elections varies by company. A substantial part, 28% of director-

company spells with two or more elections, of director elections happened at companies with stag-

gered boards. This manifests in long waiting periods between nominations of the same person

(typically, 3 years). Figure 7 presents the distribution of election frequencies for director-company

spells. Election frequency of 2 years likely represents employment spells at companies transitioning

between staggered and non-staggered boards of directors.

Directors’ employment spells substantially differ in duration. Figure 8 shows the distribution of

employment spells durations. As expected, shorter spells are more numerous in the data. Therefore,

it is probable that director turnover is higher among board members with less experience at a

company. Spells at companies with staggered boards cause 6, 9, and 12th bars to be noticeably

higher than their neighbours. Figure 9 demonstrates that almost every election bears a risk to be

the last one for a director at a company. As directors virtually never formally lose an election if

nominated, the last election precedes a decision of leaving company’s board of directors.
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Figure 8: Tenure of directors’ employment spells computed using ISS Voting Analytics data. Spell
length is computed as a difference between the spells’ maximum and minimum years of election
plus the median time difference between elections in the spell. Due to the nature of procedure used,
one-year-length spells are not identifiable as they only include one election. Three-year-spells are
underestimated here due to the absence of 1-term directors from staggered boards in this statistic.
Results in this bar chart are only representative of the sample used. Censoring occurs since only a
limited timeframe is available for study. Actual directors’ employment spells are likely to be longer.

4.2 Election results and future nominations

Director elections do not seem to prevent nominees from getting on the boards yet their results

do not go unnoticed. I find that low shareholder support predicts the event of director leaving

the company. Director with higher shareholder support at the last election has a higher chance of

participating in the next election. The magnitude of this relationship is comparable to the effect

associated with director being a member of compensation or audit committees.

To understand the effect of election results on director’s tenure at a company, I consider a

simple model of directors nomination. I suppose that directors and nomination committees make

the decision regarding further nomination for a continuing director partially based on his/her last

election results. That is, director may not want to re-elect, if he/she expects a weak support from

shareholders. While this weak support is almost surely would be sufficient for a formal victory, a
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Figure 9: Number of elections a director participates in during his/her employment spell at a
company. Bar chart represents results for the dataset in use. Due to censoring, actual numbers are
likely to be higher.

lower than his/her peers result might be a negative signal for the nominee’s directorships at other

firms. At the same time, nomination committee might have similar career concerns and, therefore,

avoid nomination of unpopular directors. Less popular nominees might also compromise board’s

defenses against activist shareholder’s efforts to engage in a proxy fight.

For every director-company spell in the sample, I identify the last election a director participated

in. I remove all censored spells from the sample because this simple model does not account for

censoring. Using an election as a unit of measurement and within the framework of logit regression

model, I regress an indicator of an election being the last one for a director on his/her performance

in this election, ISS recommendation, and director’s and company’s characteristics. Table 6 presents

the results.

The first, base model, specification only includes election results and a few election-specific

characteristics. I consider the percentage of votes “For”, support rate, among total outstanding

voting shares as a measure of shareholder approval. Directors with higher support rates are more

likely to be nominated in the next election cycle at a company. A one standard deviation increase
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Table 6: Directors abandoning future nominations for board elections at companies. Dependent variable is

a dummy equal to 1 if election is the last one for a director candidate at a company. Censored employment

spells are excluded from all samples. Support rate reflects the percent of votes “For” among total voting

shares outstanding.

Base model Director

controls

Company

controls

Kitchen Sink

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Support Rate, % −0.013∗∗∗ −0.010∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗ −0.012∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.004) (0.001) (0.004)

Staggered Board 1.632∗∗∗ 2.845∗∗∗ 1.595∗∗∗ 2.822∗∗∗

(0.087) (0.274) (0.101) (0.308)

Majority Vote req. 0.602∗∗∗ 0.998∗∗∗ 0.438∗∗∗ 1.045∗∗∗

(0.080) (0.172) (0.093) (0.203)

ISS “For” recommendation −0.073 0.057 −0.016 0.011

(0.070) (0.230) (0.085) (0.272)

Support Rate × Staggered Board −0.002 −0.010∗∗∗ −0.001 −0.010∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.003) (0.001) (0.004)

Support Rate × Maj. Vote. req. 0.004∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗ 0.005∗∗∗ −0.007∗∗∗

(0.001) (0.002) (0.001) (0.003)

Support Rate × ISS “For” rec. 0.003∗∗∗ 0.002 0.002 0.003

(0.001) (0.004) (0.001) (0.004)

log(Spell Length) −1.311∗∗∗ −1.367∗∗∗ −1.346∗∗∗ −1.410∗∗∗

(0.015) (0.032) (0.018) (0.036)

Director’s characteristics

Director’s Age −0.102∗∗∗ −0.101∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.019)

(Director’s Age)2 0.001∗∗∗ 0.001∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.000)

Director’s Share, % 0.013∗∗∗ 0.012∗∗

(0.004) (0.005)

Nominating Committee memb. −0.057 −0.077

(0.128) (0.136)

Governance Committee memb. 0.035 0.050

(0.128) (0.136)

Compensation Committee memb. −0.143∗∗∗ −0.147∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.034)

Audit Committee memb. −0.191∗∗∗ −0.186∗∗∗

(0.030) (0.034)
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Table 6, continued

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Employed as CEO −0.164∗∗ −0.229∗∗∗

(0.073) (0.083)

Employed as VP −0.630∗ −0.625∗

(0.348) (0.351)

Other employment controls No Yes No Yes

Company’s characteristics

log(Total assets) 0.039∗∗∗ −0.026∗∗∗

(0.005) (0.010)

Return on assets, % −0.003∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.002)

Book to market ratio 0.000 −0.060∗

(0.000) (0.032)

Leverage −0.009 0.001

(0.008) (0.015)

Constant 1.585∗∗∗ 3.749∗∗∗ 1.309∗∗∗ 4.020∗∗∗

(0.068) (0.567) (0.087) (0.652)

Observations 105196 30622 79589 24674

∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

in the support rate, 14 p.p., is associated with 21% increase in the odds of being nominated next

time. This effect is comparable in magnitude to the effects of compensation or audit committees’

membership, or director being employed as a CEO. In all four specifications I observe the same

sign and similar magnitudes of this effect.

The staggered board dummy carries a substantial coefficient, but this is an artificial effect

coming from the mechanics of staggered boards: a director, sitting on a board, does not participate

in elections every year. This significantly reduces the number of nominations for these directors

over their employment spell at a company in comparison to non-staggered boards’ directors at

other companies. Therefore, an election for a staggered board director is intrinsically more likely

to be the last one. A similar outcome is observed for the majority voting requirement. As large

number of companies transitioned from plurality to majority voting requirement over the sample’s

timespan, many director spells have ended under the new requirement while they were primarily

lasting under the old requirement. Thus, the monotonous adoption of majority voting standard

likely stands behind the significant positive coefficient here.
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Surprisingly, a favourable ISS voting recommendation does not seem to have an effect on direc-

tor’s decision to participate in further company’s elections.

Interaction terms of the support rate with the dummies described above produce mixed results.

The support rate’s effect is amplified at companies with staggered boards but only when controlling

for director’s characteristics. The interaction with the majority voting requirement has a similar

dynamic: a higher support rate increases the chance of a future nomination when I control for the

director’s characteristics. The positive ISS recommendation interaction with the support rate does

not have a significant effect anywhere except the base model specification where the effect is small.

Notably, the spell length has a substantial positive effect on the probability of participation

in future elections. The longer a director stays on a board, keeping everything else constant, the

greater chances are that he/she will be nominated at the next elections. This effect is present in

all four specifications considered.

In the second specification I add director’s characteristics to the base model. I find that the

director’s age has a “parabolic” relationship to the chances of future nomination. Younger and

older directors have smaller chances of being nominated in comparison to middle-aged directors.

The director’s share in a company negatively affects his/her nomination chances, yet the effect

is rather small as directors typically do not hold more than a fraction of a percent of company’s

shares. Membership in compensation and audit committees is associated with an ample increase

in chances of future nomination. The same holds true for directors being employed as a CEO or a

VP.

In the third specification I include company’s characteristics to the base model. A higher return

on assets seems to positively affect the director’s chances of participation in future elections. The

effect of the size of a company does not have a stable sign and depends on inclusion of director’s

characteristics. Other company’s controls do not produce results that are consistently significant.

Finally, I use “kitchen sink” regression as my fourth specification. For most of the variables con-

sidered, I obtain the same signs and comparable magnitudes of coefficients. The variable of interest,

director’s support rate, remains significant and maintains its sign across all four specifications.
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4.3 Election results and directors tenure

A low shareholder support is also associated with shorter director employment spells. In a survival

analysis, I find that higher shareholder support is related to longer duration of director’s employ-

ment at a company when I account for temporal evolution of the shareholder support level and the

company’s and director’s characteristics. Notably, a survival analysis done in averages does not

lead to a significant effect of shareholder support level on employment spell duration.

The survival analysis provides a capability to account for director-company spells that are

censored due to the limited scope of the data sample.17 This approach allows me to mitigate

influence of possible biases that might have been introduced in the previous analysis by spell

selection due to censoring. Since the survival analysis deals with employment spell’s length as its

main dependent variable, I adjust the hypothesis accordingly. The above analysis of decision to

exit shows that a lower support rate is associated with a higher probability of not participating in

future elections. A reasonable extension of this result could be a hypothesis that low support rates

go in conjunction with reduction in the employment spell’s length.

I use Cox’s proportional hazard model to implement a survival regression. It features sepa-

ration between the influence of static covariates and a population-level baseline hazard function

in modeling of an individual’s hazard. Moreover, this model allows me to estimate the effect of

covariates without the need to estimate or assume a specific form of the baseline hazard function.

As many covariates vary over the duration of a director-company spell, I also consider Cox’s time

varying proportional hazard model. Therefore, I study the relationship between support rates

and employment lengths using the survival analysis in two settings: with static and time-varying

covariates.

The analysis with static covariates involves the use of a statistic that maps values of a set of

time-varying variables into their static counterparts. I chose to use the mean as such statistic for all

variables. In an unreported analysis, I find that the mean support rate of a director at a company

is either not significantly related to his/her employment spell’s length or the magnitude of such

relationship is not economically meaningful.18 In this analysis I consider regression specifications

17More than 34% of spells in the sample are censored.
18I find the mean support rate as an average of all positive support rates of a director at all elections he/she

participated in at the company.
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that include director and company controls, as well as, all and none of those. In addition, I

construct other statistics that summarize director’s support: the mean excess support in comparison

to his/her peers, the last support rate, and the last excess support in comparison to historic

performance of the director herself/himself.19 In all but one case, I do not find a significant and

meaningful effect on director-company’s spell length.20

The lack of results in a static covariates approach in this case is likely related to the inability

of simple statistics to convey meaningful information about the director’s election performance.

For instance, the average support rate might not be easily comparable across the companies and

employment spells that are too distant in time. At the same time, averaging of company’s and

director’s time variant characteristics severely reduces their informativeness in the regression. That

is, for example, a director’s age becomes less relevant for longer spells, a company’s return on assets

means much less for career prospects of a specific director when averaged over many years, and

within spell covariation between explanatory variables vanishes after averaging.

To address the repetitive nature of elections in company-director spells, I utilize Cox’s time vary-

ing proportional hazard model. Formula 1 describes how time changing covariates are embedded

into the model.

h(t|x) = b0(t) exp

(

n
∑

i=1

βi(xi(t)−xi)

)

, (1)

where h(t|x) is the conditional hazard function, b0(t) is the baseline hazard, xi(t) are the time-

varying covariates, and βi are the survival regression coefficients. For every director-company spell,

I assume that covariates are updated at the time of the director’s election and then they stay the

same until the next election of this director happens.

The analysis with time-varying covariates provides evidence that a higher support rate is linked

to longer duration of director-company spells. Table 7 demonstrates results of four different speci-

fications: base model, models with director’s and company’s controls, and a “kitchen-sink” model.

The support rate has a significant coefficient in all four specifications, and it has a substantial

19The mean excess support in comparison to director’s peers is computed as a difference between the director’s
support and the mean directors’ support in a given election year averaged over all election years the director partici-
pated in. The last support rate corresponds to the support rate of the director in the last election she/he participated
in at the company. The last excess support rate is computed as a difference between the director’s last support rate
and his/her average support rate.

20A significant and economically meaningful effect has been found for the last excess support rate variable in
specification with controls for director’s and company’s characteristics.
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magnitude in all but the base model specification. Among 3 other specifications, an increase of one

standard deviation in the support rate, is associated with more than a 6% decline in the hazard

rate. When coupled with a staggered board, the effect grows to a 14% decline. A positive ISS

voting recommendation and a majority voting requirement contribute an additional 2% each to

this support rate effect.

A staggered board effect measures at around 38% reduction in the hazard rate. This is likely

due to a large number of directorships at non-staggered boards that do not last longer than 1 or

2 terms. Therefore, being on a staggered board even for a single term delivers a sizeable impact

on the length of director’s tenure. The majority voting requirement is also associated with longer

directorships with the effect being in the neighbourhood of 8%.

A positive ISS recommendation does not seem to have a substantial effect on its own. Only in

the base model it delivers a 11% decrease in the hazard function, while in other specifications the

effect loses its significance.

The director’s age, in this analysis, has a negative influence on employment spell duration. A 10-

years change in age translates into a 4.5% increase in hazard function. Unlike in the nomination

analysis above, a compensation committee membership does not have a significant effect on the

spell’s length. An audit committee membership has a positive effect on the spell’s duration as

before.

Directors at larger companies enjoy longer employment spells. While a higher return on assets

increases duration of directorships, the effect is rather small: less than a half-percent decrease in

hazard function per a percent increase in the return on assets. Higher book-to-market and leverage

ratios reduce length of employment spells, but this effect only persists in the company’s controls

specification and disappears in the “kitchen-sink” regression.

5 Portfolio composition and voting behavior

In a world where firms are price takers, Fisher separation theorem (Fisher, 1930) establishes that

all shareholders, no matter what portfolios they hold, should unanimously agree on the firm’s

production plan that maximizes its profit. In the real world, price taking assumption is unlikely
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Table 7: Survival analysis of director-company spells’ duration using Cox’s time varying proportional hazard

model. The table presents estimates of βi coefficients for the following model of conditional hazard function:

h(t|x) = b0(t) exp (
∑

n

i=1
βi(xi(t)−xi)), where b0(t) is the baseline hazard and xi(t) are the time-varying

covariates.

Base model Director

controls

Company

controls

Kitchen Sink

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Support Rate, 100% −0.022∗∗∗ −0.477∗∗∗ −0.301∗∗∗ −0.551∗∗∗

(0.004) (0.096) (0.025) (0.110)

Staggered Board −0.464∗∗∗ −0.467∗∗∗ −0.534∗∗∗ −0.493∗∗∗

(0.013) (0.042) (0.016) (0.047)

Majority Vote req. −0.082∗∗∗ −0.106∗∗∗ −0.066∗∗∗ −0.072∗∗

(0.012) (0.028) (0.015) (0.032)

ISS “For” recommendation −0.118∗∗∗ −0.039 0.001 −0.018

(0.012) (0.063) (0.017) (0.071)

Support Rate × Staggered Board −0.551∗∗∗ −0.573∗∗∗ −0.534∗∗∗ −0.599∗∗∗

(0.017) (0.053) (0.020) (0.059)

Support Rate × Maj. Vote. req. −0.223∗∗∗ −0.160∗∗∗ −0.164∗∗∗ −0.133∗∗∗

(0.016) (0.036) (0.019) (0.041)

Support Rate × ISS “For” rec. −0.020∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗∗ −0.130∗∗∗ −0.197∗∗

(0.004) (0.072) (0.020) (0.082)

Director’s characteristics

Director’s Age / 100 0.388∗∗ 0.458∗∗

(0.180) (0.208)

(Director’s Age)2 / 10000 0.514∗∗∗ 0.567∗∗∗

(0.152) (0.175)

Director’s Share, 100% −0.008 −0.006

(0.010) (0.011)

Nominating Committee memb. −0.014 −0.015

(0.029) (0.033)

Governance Committee memb. −0.020 −0.020

(0.029) (0.033)

Compensation Committee memb. −0.040 −0.030

(0.025) (0.029)

Audit Committee memb. −0.102∗∗∗ −0.098∗∗∗

(0.024) (0.028)

Director’s employment controls No Yes No Yes
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Table 7, continued

(1) (2) (3) (4)

Company’s characteristics

log(Total assets) −0.069∗∗∗ −0.086∗∗∗

(0.003) (0.008)

Return on assets, % −0.003∗∗∗ −0.005∗∗∗

(0.000) (0.001)

Book to market ratio 0.063∗∗∗ 0.025

(0.005) (0.028)

Leverage 0.041∗∗∗ 0.009

(0.004) (0.014)

Observations 222830 33859 149875 26061

∗p < 0.1; ∗∗p < 0.05; ∗∗∗p < 0.01

to be satisfied, and we may observe a shareholder behavior that is not compatible with the firm’s

profit maximization objective.

In this section, I study the effect of mutual funds mergers on voting behavior of acquiring funds.

In particular, in an event study I demonstrate that a merger with another fund causes a noticeable

change in how the acquiring fund votes the shares it holds. Since a merger is likely associated

with a change in the acquiring fund’s portfolio, this study suggests that there might be an effect

of portfolio structure on the fund’s voting behavior. At the same time, mergers may also lead to

other adjustments for the acquiring fund that might cause the change in its voting behavior.

Portfolio endogeneity presents a substantial hurdle in the analysis of shareholder’s voting behav-

ior. Since shareholders may vote both with their shares and with their feet (Admati & Pfleiderer,

2009), the direct comparison between voting behavior and portfolio structure might produce spu-

rious results. For example, investors, like mutual funds, may follow certain sets of principles to

select assets into their portfolios and to vote their shares. Therefore, groups of mutual funds hav-

ing similar principles could create a correlation between their portfolio structure and their voting

record.

My analysis builds on the assumption that the reasons for a merger of mutual funds are not

directly related to their voting behavior. Literature finds that a poor target fund performance

is a significant factor for within-family mergers. Jayaraman et al. (2002) find that eliminating

funds with high cost structures and disguising poor fund performance are the likely reasons for
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within-family mergers, while building a larger set of investment objectives is a probable goal for

across-family mergers. Fund families are likely to sell unique portfolios to other mutual fund families

in order to stay focused (Zhao, 2005). McLemore (2019) finds that fund’s past performance is not

significantly related to the likelihood of it being an acquiring fund. Khorana et al. (2007) find

that when a target fund’s board has many independent directors the chances of a merger for an

underperforming fund are higher. I have not been able to find studies that cover voting behavior

of merging mutual funds.

5.1 Mutual funds mergers and voting data

The mutual funds’ mergers data comes from the CRSP Mutual Fund database. I find 1346 fund

mergers that happened from 2009 to 2016.21 For each acquired fund the database provides the date

of a merger and the acquirer information. I use it to construct the set of funds that survived the

merger (acquirers) and experienced a shock to their portfolio.

The mutual funds’ votes come from the ISS Voting Analytics database. For every acquiring

fund I collect all its votes within a two-year timespan (one year prior and one year post merger).

The voting behavior analysis involves learning the differences between votes of the fund in question

in comparison to votes of the other funds. Thus, I also collect the votes of other mutual funds at

the meetings where the acquiring fund was actively present.

5.2 Synthetic control method

I analyze an acquiring fund’s voting behavior by comparing it to the behavior of other funds that

vote at the same companies. This poses a challenge as mutual funds are different from each other,

hold non-identical portfolios, and typically do not exhibit identical voting patterns. I find that

synthetic control approach fits the problem well, and I use it to construct an artificial, “synthetic”,

mutual fund that tracks the voting behavior of the acquiring fund before a merger (treatment). This

allows me to reconstruct a counterfactual case where the would-be acquiring fund is not treated by

a merger. Then, I use this synthetic control to find a difference in voting behavior of the acquiring

fund after the treatment in comparison to the counterfactual case.

21My choice for the time interval is explained by the mapping I created between CRSP Mutual Fund and ISS Voting
Analytics databases. While the mapping works for a greater timespan, from 2009 to 2016 the match is substantially
better than for other years.
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Abadie et al. (2010) introduce synthetic control method in their study of California’s tobacco

control program. I also adopt the factor model they propose as I find it suitable for a study of

funds’ voting behavior. In particular, let Y N
it be the voting decision of a non-treated fund-i at an

election enumerated by a timestamp t. Consider the following factor model

Y N
it = δt + θθθtZZZi + λλλtµµµi + ǫit, (2)

where δt is an unknown common time-varying factor affecting funds’ votes, ZZZi is a vector of observed

time-independent covariates, θθθt is a vector of unknown parameters, λλλt is a vector of unobserved

common time-dependent factors, µµµi is a corresponding vector of unknown factor loadings, and ǫit

represents the error term with zero mean.

In this paper, I interpret time as an indexing axis for the election events a fund participates

in.22 Thereby, I can come up with the following rationalization for the variables involved. The

vector ZZZi represents the observed characteristics of a mutual fund that do not change with time

and are not affected by a merger.23 For example, these can be fee structure, published investment

strategy, fund’s management and the board of directors. To account for a differential impact of

fund’s covariates on its voting decision at a particular election, vector θθθt contains unknown weights

that apply to the covariates in ZZZi. Since θθθt is time-dependent, these weights can be election-

specific which allows for a great deal of flexibility in accounting for fund-specific covariates’ effect

on the fund’s voting behavior. In a similar fashion, vector λλλt contains unobserved election-specific

characteristics that affect fund’s voting decision. A corresponding vector of unknown weights, µµµi,

reflects how mutual funds are taking into account those election-specific covariates. Finally, variable

δt takes care of election-specific effects that uniformly affect funds’ voting decisions.

The synthetic control method uses a pool of J donors, mutual funds not involved in a merger

(i = 2, ..., J + 1), to construct an estimate of the counterfactual outcome, Ŷ N
1t =

∑J+1

j=2
wjY

N
jt , for

the treated unit, the acquiring mutual fund (i = 1). The construction involves a set of weights,

w2, ..., wJ+1, that are tuned in order to match the pre-intervention voting path (3) of the acquiring

22Without loss of generality, I assume that every election issue can be assigned a “time” that uniquely identifies it.
Then election and company covariates can be embedded into the “time-dependent” variables.

23Since I track acquiring fund’s behavior only within a fixed time window of 2 years, slow changing characteristics
of a mutual fund can be treated as time-invariant within this model’s framework.
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fund and its observed covariates (4) as close as possible.

J+1
∑

j=2

wjYj1 = Y11,
J+1
∑

j=2

wjYj2 = Y12, ...
J+1
∑

j=2

wjYjT0
= Y1T0

, (3)

J+1
∑

j=2

wjZZZj = ZZZ1, (4)

where T0 is the last election before the merger.24 It may not always be feasible to find a set of

weights such that the sets of equations 3 and 4 hold exactly. In such cases, an approximate solution

is sought. The synthetic control method does not specify how to find a tradeoff between better

approximation of one system of equations over the other and vice-versa. Since in this section I

concentrate on a qualitative study of voting behavior, I focus solely on the pre-merger voting path

match and I ignore matching on funds’ characteristics when searching for the synthetic control’s

weights.

The benefit of using the synthetic control method over a diff-in-diff regression or a similar model

is the absence of the parallel trend assumption. Abadie et al. (2010) show that weights w2, ..., wJ+1

can only fit (approximately) the systems of equations 3 and 4 with a high number of pre-intervention

periods if these weights approximate µµµ1 through a weighed sum of µµµj , j ∈ {2, ..., J +1}. That is, if

there is a non-linear trend in voting behavior of a mutual fund of interest, this trend will be picked

up by non-linearities in behavior of mutual funds in the donor pool. Therefore, the synthetic control

method accounts for the influence of unobserved election-specific characteristics in the estimate of

acquiring fund’s voting behavior in the counterfactual case.

One drawback of the synthetic control method is the requirement that every fund in the donor

pool has to have a voting history that completely covers all votes of the acquiring fund. Since

mutual fund portfolios almost never overlap exactly, an additional step is needed before I can apply

the method.

24Here, for the sake of notational simplicity, I assume that elections are enumerated by integers that represent a
time sequence.
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5.3 Robust synthetic control method

To overcome the problem of missing data in the donor pool of mutual funds, I use the robust

synthetic control method developed by Amjad et al. (2018). The idea behind this method is to

perform a spectral decomposition of funds’ voting histories and then inverse this procedure to

impute missing voting data. This way I can reconstruct the would-be votes of a mutual fund from

the donor pool at companies that are not in its portfolio.
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Figure 10: Sizes of donor pools and considered vote-paths for the acquiring funds’ merger events.
Vote-paths are tracked based on the elections an acquiring fund participated in over a two-year
window around the merger date. Funds in the donor pool are required to have votes in at least
50% of both pre- and post-merger elections.

The spectral decomposition relies on a well-balanced sample of donor funds. For every acquiring

fund in the sample, I construct a donor sample and conduct a separate robust synthetic control

analysis. At the first step, I determine all elections within a two-year span the acquiring fund

participated in. Then, I collect votes of all other funds that have participated in any of those

elections. At the second step, I prune the set of the other funds participated by leaving only those

that have voted in at least 50% of elections before and after the merger date. Next, I remove

acquiring funds with donor pools of fewer than 4 funds from consideration. Figure 10 presents the
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number of funds in a donor pool and the number of elections considered for the merger events at

acquiring funds. For the majority of mergers, the voting path consists of more than a thousand

votes cast by the acquiring fund and the corresponding donor pool contains more than ten donors.

5.4 Merger’s effect on voting behavior

Acquiring mutual funds experience a significant change in their voting behavior right after a merger.

I track changes in voting behavior of a mutual fund by comparing it to an implied behavior of such

fund in a counterfactual case where the merger never happens. In particular, using the weights

computed by robust synthetic control method, I compute the implied voting path of the acquiring

fund.

Ŷ N
1t =

J+1
∑

j=2

wj Ŷ
N
jt , (5)

where Ŷ N
jt is an estimate of numerically encoded vote of fund-j at election-t. Ŷ N

jt is a product of

the robust synthetic control method and is based on the observed part of the fund-j’s voting-path,

Y N
jt . I set Y N

jt = 1, if fund-j voted “For”, Y N
jt = −1, if the fund voted “Against”, “Abstain”, or

“Withhold”, and I use Y N
jt = 0 to reflect a recorded “Do Not Vote”. If I can not find a recorded vote

of the fund-j at election-t, I leave Y N
jt as missing value for the spectral decomposition to impute.

I compute the difference in voting behavior between an acquiring mutual fund’s voting-path and

the counterfactual case as an absolute difference between the encoded vote of the acquiring fund and

its implied voting-path. I adjust the computed difference by a factor of 1

2
, so it can be interpreted

as a share of cases in disagreement on a scale from 0 to 1. The resulting vector of differences turns

out to be very noisy for any individual acquiring mutual fund. I group the computed differences

into weekly intervals by the elections’ dates. Then, I use a weighted average to compute a single

measure of voting disagreement within a weekly period along with a 95%-confidence interval. The

weights are inversely proportional to the number of election events an acquiring fund participated

in. Weighting scheme has a purpose of preventing the few funds with high number of votes cast

from skewing the results of averaging.

Figure 11 presents a clear jump in voting behavior disagreement between acquiring mutual

funds and their corresponding synthetic controls. In the weeks before a merger, the disagreement

level measures at around 8%, while by the end of the first few weeks after the merger it spikes
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Figure 11: The average disagreement in voting behavior between acquiring funds and their corre-
sponding synthetic controls. The disagreement is computed on a scale [0, 1] as a half of an absolute
difference between encoded fund’s and its control votes. Averaging involves a weighting scheme
to prevent acquiring funds with extensive vote-paths from dominating the results. Weights are
inversely proportional to the number of votes an acquiring funds has. 95% confidence intervals are
depicted in gray and are computed separately for each week’s value.

to 14% and then consolidates at the level of 11%. It is hard to judge what happens after a few

months from the merger, as long-term predictions with synthetic control method are less reliable

when pre-intervention histories are short.25

5.5 A placebo study

The synthetic control method may only use the pre-merger voting path to construct the control’s

weights. This raises a credible concern that if overfitting happens then we can see a spike in

voting behavior disagreement just because the synthetic control performs badly on the unseen data.

Another problem could be caused by timing of mutual funds’ mergers. I observed a substantial

heterogeneity in placement of funds’ merger dates with respect to the dates of shareholder meetings.

25While some merger events have very extensive pre-merger voting-paths, others have limited numbers of acquiring
fund’s votes recorded. Averaging of a heterogeneous set of post-intervention estimates likely leads to worse estimates
at long time-horizons as the weighting scheme prefers estimates with smaller number of votes and, consequently,
shorter histories.
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This heterogeneity could lead to an artificial jump in disagreement simply due to a merger being

scheduled, for instance, just before a month with the highest number of shareholder meetings.

To address the concerns above, I implement a placebo study where I replace acquiring mutual

funds with arbitrary funds that did not experience mergers. The nature of the study allows me

to include more data points than the original study could by considering more than one arbitrary

fund per one merger date. This substantially reduces variance in the resulting graph. Figure 12

presents results of the placebo study.
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Figure 12: A placebo study of the average disagreement in voting behavior of mutual funds after
mergers. The study involves the actual merger dates, but the acquiring funds are replaced by
arbitrary non-merging funds. The disagreement is computed on a scale [0, 1] as half of an absolute
difference between encoded fund’s and its control votes. Averaging involves a weighting scheme
to prevent the funds with extensive vote-paths from dominating the results. Weights are inversely
proportional to the number of votes a funds has. 95% confidence intervals are depicted in gray
and are computed separately for each week’s value. To reduce variance of the computed values,
multiple arbitrary funds were considered per one merger date.

The study shows no jump at a merger date. This result strengthens the validity of the jump in

the actual study. A notable feature of placebo test is an upward trend for the post-merger disagree-

ment values. This trend is likely a result of the drift in funds’ portfolio structures that happens
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over time. Another reason could be the method’s limited ability to predict the counterfactual case’s

outcome at longer time intervals.

6 Conclusion

In my analysis of shareholder meetings, I find that director elections and auditor ratifications appear

at more than 94% and 80% of shareholder meetings respectively, and together they comprise more

than 80% of all recorded election events in the ISS Voting Analytics dataset. Using principal

component analysis, I establish that the presence of director elections on shareholder meeting’s

agenda is one of the least significant factors that distinguish between different compositions of

shareholder meetings. This makes director elections a good candidate for further study as those

almost uniformly appear across shareholder meetings. Then, I find that the two most frequent

election issues, director elections and auditor ratifications, have skewed distributions of election

tallies. Less than 4.7% of director elections and less than 1% of auditor ratifications received

support from less than half of shares outstanding.

For uncontested director elections, I test two hypothesis of delayed effects of election results on

a director’s career prospects. First, I find that low shareholder support predicts an event of director

leaving the company. This result is coherent with Aggarwal et al. (2019) who find a similar result

for a greater percentage of shareholder dissent votes. Second, I discover that low shareholder

support is associated with shorter director-company spells. This result is comparable in magnitude

to the effect of an audit committee membership.

Finally, in an event study, I find that a merger with another mutual fund causes the acquiring

fund to change its voting behavior. Since mergers are likely to modify portfolio structure, this

study suggests that portfolio composition affects voting behavior. At the same time, mergers may

introduce many other modifications to the acquiring fund that might be responsible for the change

in its voting behavior.
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Appendix

Director spells

An important step in studying the effect of election outcome on director turnover is identifying

director employment spells. Unfortunately, the ISS Directors dataset covers only about 40% of

firm-director pairs in the ISS Voting Analytics aggregate election results dataset. At the same

time, the aggregate election results dataset provides a detailed description of agenda items that in

the case of director elections includes the full name of director nominee. Therefore, I implement

director’s name matching procedure within each company to identify his/her spell.

At the first step, I use regex to extract directors’ names from election agenda descriptions.26 I

also remove titles that follow the names, e.g. Ph.D., M.D., etc.

At the second step, I focus on each company separately to identify which director elections

across the years correspond to the same person. I assume that no director was a nominee more

than once per year,27 and that there might be gaps between the elections of the same person.28

While typically a person appears under an exactly identical name, some times there might be

deviations in spelling and auxiliary names (nicknames) attached to his/her name. To overcome

this issue, I consider the matching problem as multidimensional clusterization problem that allows

for a some amount of noise to be present.

I use Levenshtein distance to compute the difference (distance) between the names in the pool.

A distinctive property of this measure, unlike other string distance measures, is that it is a metric

distance. That is, it satisfies the triangle inequality which in turn, allows me to “place” directors’

names in a multidimensional space to perform a cluster analysis.

For cluster analysis I use Ordering Points To Identify the Clustering Structure (OPTICS) al-

gorithm. It is closely related to a better known Density-based spatial clustering of applications

with noise (DBSCAN) algorithm. Unlike DBSCAN, OPTICS is better suited for finding clusters

in data of varying density. Directors’ names in a pool can be represented by a set of points in

26Agenda descriptions for director elections are very well standardized. To extract directors’ names in
99.98% of cases a regex expression with only 4 starting statements was required. The expression was
"(?:Elect +Directors{0,1}|Elect|Reelect|Director) +([\W \w ]+?)(?: as[\W \w ]+)*$".

27An exception from one-election-per-year assumption are elections with “Pending” vote result status.
28For example, some companies have staggered boards of directors. Thus, a director might be elected for a few

years and will not appear in the next year’s nominee list.
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a metric space with help of multidimensional scaling. The OPTICS algorithm implementation in

Python allows me to directly use a pre-computed distance matrix which removes the need of using

multidimensional scaling. To prevent spurious clusters from appearing in companies with just few

director elections, I limit the maximum Levenshtein distance to 7 between two samples for them

to be considered being in the same neighborhood.

Cluster analysis produces a two-part result. The first part is list of sets of directors’ names

where each set corresponds to one person based by his/her name similarity. The second part is a

list of names that were difficult to match with any particular director’s names set.

I use the following post-processing procedure in order to improve on the result of cluster analysis.

First, I analyze the minimal Levenshtein distance between the name sets in the first part. If two

cluster-identified directors have very small (less than 3) distance between the name sets and no

overlap in the election years I join them together in one set and treat as a single person. This

corrects for clustering algorithm behavior that multiple exact repetitions of a director’s name lead

to a wrongful rejection of a sightly different spelling of the same person’s name. Second, I loop over

the names in the unmatched set and see if these can be attributed to an already identified person.

If no association is possible, I designate a new director persona for such name.
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